Dear Mark
First it has been accepted I will follow it up now and get back to you immediately
Susan

Sent from my iPhone

On 24 Sep 2014, at 08:33, "Mark Pawlowski" <M.Pawlowski@gre.ac.uk> wrote:

Dear Susan

I haven’t heard back from you regarding the revised version of my article. Is everything okay now?

Best
Mark

Prof. Mark Pawlowski
LL.B (Hons), BCL (Oxon), ACIArb, SFHEA
Barrister
Professor of Property Law
The School of Law
Queen Mary Building
Maritime Greenwich Campus
University of Greenwich
London, SE10 9LS

Tel: 020 8331 9463
Fax: 020 8331 8473
Email: m.pawlowski@gre.ac.uk

Complete University Guide 2013 | Law at Greenwich is ranked top in the UK for student satisfaction
Sunday Times University Guide 2013 | Law at Greenwich is ranked top in the UK for teaching excellence
Sunday Times University Guide 2012 | Law at Greenwich is ranked 39th out of 99 universities and 2nd for teaching excellence
The Times Good University Guide 2012 | Law at Greenwich is ranked 42nd out of 95 universities and 1st for Student Satisfaction
Guardian Newspaper University Guide 2012 | The Law School is ranked joint 1st in the UK for students 'satisfied with teaching'
Guardian Newspaper University Guide 2012 | The Law School is ranked 1st in the UK for students 'satisfied with feedback'
National Student Survey 2011 | Our law students were the most satisfied students in the UK
RE: YOUR ARTICLE
Susan Edwards [susan.edwards@buckingham.ac.uk]
Sent: 15 September 2014 21:34
To: Mark Pawlowski
Attachments: [J Cowxy%27s Jurisdiction to-I.doc (99 KB) (Open as Web Page)]

Dear Mark,
Thank you very much for your article. It has been peer reviewed and the Editors would very much like to accept it subject to the following changes.

1. First to go through the piece and address the BLOCK CAPITAL COMMENTS OR QUERIES IN TEXT AND IN THE FOOTNOTES.
2. To change the footnote now that the first three cases have a footnote to ensure that they are correctly cross referenced where they appear later.
3. To add a sentence or two to the introduction as this journal is for both general readership and also international readership not all readers will immediately understand equitable leases
4. To address both in the introduction and in the conclusion why this is such a burning issue with regard to ..... fairness justice etc etc perhaps its none of those but what jurisprudential issues arise from all of this.

5. At present it is over technical and needs to be made more accessible but this can be dealt with in the introduction and in the conclusion and also perhaps charting more accessibly the major changes in the introduction and explaining why they have occurred and simply spell out the basis of the principles..

If you think you can make these changes would you let me know so I may tell Christopher our production manager.

Finally I have made some minor changes not to the text but to commas and footnote position in text etc.

Thank you once again Mark please work on the attached document

Susan

Susan S M Edwards BA.,MA.,Ph.D.,LLM.
Professor of Law
Barrister Inner Temple (Practising certificate)
University Dean of Research
MEWI
Door Tenant
1 Grays Inn Square London

From: Mark Pawlowski [M.Pawlowski@greenwich.ac.uk]
Sent: 15 September 2014 12:18
To: Susan Edwards
Subject: RE: YOUR ARTICLE

Dear Susan,

I attach a revised version of the article with citations for the three cases referred to in the abstract.

I am more than happy to respond immediately to any queries and suggestions.

Best
Mark